Introduction

Welcome

Welcome to the section of the DSpace wiki about the DSpace UK & Ireland user group.

Events

The group is meeting online every two months, details of recent and next meetings here: UKUsergroupMeetings - DSpace - LYRASIS Wiki

Email list

Please join the email discussion list that underpins the user group. It can be joined by visiting http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/dspace.html

Contacts

Please feel free to subscribe for any questions, comments or suggestions about the group and about DSpace.

UK DSpace installations

Here is a list of known DSpace installations in the UK and Ireland. Please add new installations that you become aware of by editing the wiki (the list may not be very updated):

- http://vle.bromley.ac.uk/dspace/ : Bromley College
- http://dspace.brunel.ac.uk/ : Brunel University
- http://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/index.jsp : Cranfield University
- http://dspace.dura.dmu.ac.uk/ : De Montfort University
- http://spiral.imperial.ac.uk/ : Imperial College London
- http://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace/ : Loughborough University
- https://dspace.isbuc.ac.uk:8843/dspace/ : LSpace at London South Bank University
- http://www.espaced.mmu.ac.uk/e-space/ : Manchester Metropolitan University (Open Repository)
- http://research.ucd.ie/dspace/ research_online@UCD, University College Dublin's repository
- Natural History Museum (Open Repository)
- https://openair.rgu.ac.uk/ : The Robert Gordon University
- http://aurasev.abdn.ac.uk/9090/aura/ : University of Aberdeen
- University of Birmingham
- University of Bradford
- http://rose.bristol.ac.uk/ : University of Bristol
- https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/ : University of Cambridge
- http://chesterrep.openrepository.com/cdr : University of Chester (Open Repository)
- http://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/ : University of Edinburgh
- http://eric.exeter.ac.uk/exeter/ : University of Exeter (Open Repository)
- https://uhra.herts.ac.uk/dspace/ : University of Hertfordshire
- https://fra.le.ac.uk/ : University of Leicester
- http://sas-space.sas.ac.uk/dspace/ : University of London. Schoool of Advanced Study
- http://dspace.man.ac.uk:8080/dspace/ : University of Manchester
- University of Plymouth
- http://roehampton.openrepository.com/roehampton/ : University of Roehampton (Open Repository)
- http://research-repository.st-andrews.ac.uk/ : University of St Andrews
- http://dspace.stir.ac.uk/ : University of Stirling
- http://cadair.aber.ac.uk/ : University of Wales Aberystwyth
Once your DSpace repository is live, you may like to list it on the following pages (to be checked and updated):

- http://wiki.dspace.org/DspaceInstances List your repository on the official DSpace list
- http://wiki.dspace.org/OaiInstallations List your OAI-PMH interface on the official DSpace list
- http://oaister.umdlib.umd.edu/o oaister/dataproviders.html Have your repository searched by OAiSter
- http://archives.epsrc.ac.uk/ Registry of Open Access Repositories (OA)